Leading Edge
 with Geoff Watts

Geoff Watts : Hello from me and from the robots.

(Robot Wars theme plays)

Why try to solve a difficult design problem yourself when you can give a computer a lesson in evolutionary biology and have it do the hard work for you. That's the promise of applying genetics to computing,among it's products a better robot.

"Machines to tip,and to topple,to push and pull,they must have speed and agility,bravery when the heat is on..."

Yes well the machine I'll be inspecting isn't quite as violent as the stars Robot Wars,but I can assure you that in its own clunky way,it's every bit as clever.

Engineers have a long history of imitating nature,flight,radar,the camera,neural networks in computing,all sorts of things,and now they've even borrowed the oldest and most fruitful of all nature's inventions - evolution by natural selection,Darwin's big idea.
Darwin realised that while offspring resemble their parents,they're not identical,some are slightly better adapted to their environment - fitter [See fittest.html] - as biologists like to put it.
In the struggle for survival it's these individuals he suggested that would be more likely to survive and breed so passing the advantageous change to future generations. Darwin himself knew nothing of DNA,genes,or mutations,but we do,so now we can understand the detailed mechanism of the process he described.
Competition in nature is really a contest between different bits of DNA,different sets of design and operating instructions,and this is the concept that engineers have latched onto. Instead of DNA they use design formulae. Next they specify the end point they are aiming for [Real DNA has no end point but the moving target of staying alive in a dynamic environment -LB], that is, the desired characteristics of whatever is to be designed. Then they arrange for the prototype designs to undergo a succession of random changes,each of which is judged according to whether or not it improves the design. Many generations later - perhaps thousands of generations you reach the optimum solution. This sequence of steps a genetic algorithm (see algo.html) as it's known,can be used to automate design or solve all sorts of other problems. The father of  this endeavour is Professor John Cozer of Stanford University in California. The house where he lives in the hills behind Stanford as not I think,designed by a machine,or if it was,the machine should be winning prizes. In a high room with a breathtaking view across the bay area towards San Francisco,John Cozer gave me an account of engineering's latest debt to nature.

John Cozer : A genetic algorithm is an algorithm or recipe that's used inside a computer usually for solving a different optimisation or engineering problems,and the notion is patterned directly after Darwin's idea,that you have a population of individuals and instead of living out their lives in a real world environment,these individuals represent potential solutions to your optimisation or engineering problem.So some of those might be slightly better than others,and then a process of mechanical reproduction in the computer reproduces the strategies that do slightly better,and those characteristics and combinations of characteristics lead to a better and better population over time. So the notion is in the genetic algorithm that Darwin's concept is now being applied to these abstract entities inside a computer.

Geoff Watts : So you're getting sort of a population of solutions to a problem, and then you allow the solutions to compete to see which is the one that best solves whatever the problem is?

John Cozer :  Yes that's right - it's..you could think of it as a population of candidate solutions,and the solutions are competing with each other. The one's that are slightly better get reproduced more,and then presumably the characteristics of the slightly better ones become more and more pronounced in the population.

Geoff Watts : There's also a technique called "genetic programming",based on natural selection. Now presumably this a particular application of this idea of the genetic algorithms?

John Cozer :  This is a..genetic programming is a special version of the genetic algorithm where the individuals are actual computer programs. What we start with is a population at the beginning of thousands or sometimes even millions of random programs,and we run the programs - see how well they are at solving the problem,and then we go back to the genetic algorithm and do reproduction and sexual recombination - mating - and mutation on these programs and try to improve the population over hundreds or thousands of generations.

[And of course those programs DO get better,and show that the principle is sound without it having to wait for generations in a biological population - showing circumstantial evidence that the principle is sound in a biological population from which the original idea was taken -LB]

Geoff Watts : Give me an example of a specific program for a specific purpose and how you would set about developing what...the ideal program for whatever the problem was.

John Cozer :  Well for example,we're used this technique to create electrical circuits,so instead of having a human engineer design the circuit,we have used the evolutionary process to design the circuit.

[The fact that order and design arises from randomness to create a functioning circuits shows that the process has that capability -LB]

It could be an amplifier or a complicated circuit and we can start with a population of programs that tell you how to build the circuit,and then we run the programs and we ask how well is this individual circuit - assign it a fitness - and then go through this evolutionary process of mutation,reproduction and crossover on this population of thousands of circuits and eventually we will come up with a filter circuit that's as good as the circuits that human engineers create.

Geoff Watts : Of course at each generation you don't actually have to build a piece of machinery to see if it works,all this is tested out in  the computer,and so gradually it progresses through generation after generation,the fitness increases,in other words these programs become better and better at designing whatever it is that you want them to design - the amplifier,the woofer,the tweeter or whatever.

John Cozer :  Right,that's what you almost always see on a practical run is an improvement from generation to generation. You're not necessarily guaranteed that you'll reach the solution that you had in mind,but you will usually see improvement that's progressive from generation to generation.

Geoff Watts : One feels that the way you are simulating particularly,this must take an awful lot of computing power to do this sort of thing?

John Cozer :  Right,you're dealing with first of all large populations - thousands of individuals,large numbers of generations,hundreds or thousands of those and then if you're talking about a complex structure like a circuit or an antennae,or any of..a mechanical system or a wing,aerodynamic structure - a wing design. You may then have to do a very time consuming simulation on the computer,perhaps involving millions of operations,just to determine the fitness of the individual. So a typical run of this process will use up a large amount of computer time.

Geoff Watts :  In principle,can you use this kind of approach in any design field d'you think?

John Cozer :  My personal opinion is that it really should work in a vast range of design problems,mechanical and electrical,optical, there are scattered research papers in a very wide variety of application areas ,and I think you'll see more and more of these areas being covered with genetic algorithms and genetic programming in the coming years.

Geoff Watts :  Well from California now to Brighton. I've come to the University of Sussex to meet Dr Phil Husbands reader in Artificial Intelligence here a the University and see how these ideas of genetic algorithms,genetic program are being applied to the development,to the evolution of new and better forms of robots.

Phil Husbands  : If we go back to genetic algorithm,the artificial DNA now,are basically instructions for building the robot,and its control system or maybe just the control system of the robot,depending on exactly what you're doing.

Geoff Watts :   So the idea is then that you allow,rather than have to,yourself try and design the ideal form of instructions,you let evolution as it were,evolve the ideal form of instruction,by a process like natural selection in the living world?

Phil Husbands  : Yeah,that's right,so we have a population,essentially a population of robots and we have some way of measuring their fitness. So their fitness is going to be in terms of how well they perform whatever the task is we want them to. So in other words we  have to have some idea of what we want them to do,but we're not specifying how that should be done,so we let the evolutionary process find a way of achieving our goal,which is behaviour in the robots.

Geoff Watts : By way of putting some flesh on the bones [That's a rather inappropriate turn of phrase -LB],let's take an example of something where you've actually applied this principle to devising a robot,and the one I have in mind is one which is a bit like a sort of an eight legged kind of insect isn't it?

Phil Husbands  :  Yes,yes,and that's got eight legs,two motors controlling each leg,so we had to coordinate the control of these sixteen motors in order to allow this robot to move around and not crash into obstacles,using its sensors to sense if there were things in the way in the environment.

Geoff Watts :  So what was the task you wanted it to evolve towards being able to do then?

Phil Husbands  :   So basically to walk around its environment without crashing into obstacles. So moving away from things,backing off if it gets stuck against a wall and so on,which when you've got to coordinate eight legs,those sixteen motors is not a trivial thing.

Geoff Watts : Oh,and off it goes (robot moves),it's coming towards me actually,it's all eight legs coordinated very nicely,it's shunting along. Now it's walking towards me,will it...what will it do when it gets to me?

Phil Husbands  : It should start moving back once it..there we go,so it moves back..

Geoff Watts : Oh, indeed it did,it got up to me and then..

Phil Husbands  : If I put my..there you see it's moving away from my leg there turning left,and off it goes there into a bit of clear space.

Geoff Watts :  How many generations did it take to evolve to the point at which it had gone from just something that could make random uncoordinated movements to the point at which you could actually have a robot which would move around successfully and avoid obstacles?

Phil Husbands  : It was about a thousand generations to get to the final successful robots.

Geoff Watts : You didn't have to build a thousand robots,modifying them each time according to the change in construction.

Phil Husbands  : Fortunately not no,all of this work was done in a computer simulation. We didn't have to actually have to build the thing until right at the end of the whole process.

Geoff Watts :  Its seems to me to be a very powerful tool for developing this kind of technology. In principle you can apply this to any robot for any purpose could you?

Phil Husbands  : In principle yes,there'd be a lot of technical problems to overcome if you wanted,you know,significantly more complex kind of behaviours than what we've seen here.

Geoff Watts :  The simulation - we know that what goes on in the human brain doesn't rely simply on nerve impulses running from one nerve cell to another,but also rather subtle chemical changes inside the brain,can you...could your simulation take account of those sorts of development as well?

Phil Husbands  :  Yes it does. In fact the kinds of artificial brains we're using do have a notion of chemicals - diffusing chemicals which then change the sensitivity of other artificial neurones in their vicinity,just like in real brains. So it's a very biologically inspired approach to robot engineering.

Geoff Watts :   Phil Husbands,and before him John Cozer. Gabriel,genetic programming is very clever stuff,but I wonder if it poses any problems for people who hold patents of any kinds,does it?

Gabriel Walker : Well this is one issue about John Cozer's research actually,because what he does,is he kind of evolves designs of new things,and so what you can do if you have a big enough computer - good enough computer power - is that you can say "I want something that will do this,design it for me". Now the problem with that is,in the "something that will do this" because you don't just need to specify what the machine needs to achieve you can also specify how to avoid someone else's patent,and so for instance if you have a vacuum cleaner that doesn't have a bag in it say,[Geoff sniggers]you can borrow someone's idea,you can set your machine going and say "evolve me a vacuum cleaner that doesn't infringe their patent but that I can use" [Geoff giggles]! And so you know, this could be bad news,the idea of the patent system is to mean that little inventors can have a bright idea and reap in the rewards,whereas in this case big time people with lots of computing power could muscle in and take over their inventions.

Geoff Watts :   Yes. I wonder,given that it's not human beings who are actually evolving these designs,it's machines,could you end up with a solution to a problem, a design that worked,but you wouldn't actually know why it worked?

Gabriel Walker :  Well actually I think that that's one of the things that happens when you start to let biology go into the world of computing. Some of the early work that was done on aspects of genetic algorithms,just a few years ago has managed to  figure out how you can evolve machines ,there's certain kinds of chips where you just program it in the same way that you are programming those robots,and you evolve a program to make the chip do different things,and you know of course you test its fitness,and you end up with a chip that can do something beautifully but then when you look at it,you don't understand why,and that's one of the reasons that engineers might be a little wary about wanting to use these things,and even in some cases that are quite spooky. There was a you know,some individual components that didn't seem to be connected to anything else,but if you took them out the chip didn't work anymore,

[It's possible that like an appendix,a genetic algorithm could throw up things that are not used in the process of design in the way Brian Goodwin suggests (see organism.html),but for them to be apparently not needed and yet still used is intriguing - LB]

so it's like getting that sort of strange uncertainty of the biological world and putting it into the nice neat logical computing world.

Geoff Watts :   Yes it's the machines taking over again. Gabriel thanks.That was Gabriel Walker of New Scientist.

